This text file explains the columns in Exp1_data.csv, the supporting data file for Experiment 1 for “Structural priming in artificial languages and the regularisation of unpredictable variation” by Feher, Wonnacott & Smith (2016), Journal of Memory and Language, 91, 158-180.

The artificial language paradigm in Experiment 1 was previously used by Culbertson et al (2012, 2015). Participants were presented with artificial objects characterised by different surface properties (furry, spotty or blue) or in different numbers (2, 3 or 4). The images of these objects were accompanied by descriptions in an artificial language. The language consisted of four sentence types: Numeral-Noun, Noun-Numeral, Adjective-Noun and Noun-Adjective. All sentence types occurred in our participants’ input, but post-nominal adjectives and pre-nominal numerals were overrepresented (occurring in 70% of training trials as opposed to the alternative option occurring in 30% of the training trials). We measured participants’ use of the different word orders during individual recall following training and during interaction with a computer agent (who used a language with the same statistical features as participants’ input languages).

The data file contains the output data of our participants with the following columns:

Participant ID: the unique number given to each participant prior to the experiment.

Condition: the language type used by Culbertson et al. (2012) where each type represented a different combination of Nouns, Numerals and Adjectives in the participants’ input language. In this experiment, we only used type 3 where in the majority of the trials the noun phrases were ordered in the Num-Noun, Noun-Adjective order. Therefore, all participants are labelled as being in Condition 3.

Phase is the experimental stage:
	NTrain: Noun Training - participants are trained on the nouns
	NMatch: Noun Matching - noun comprehension test
	NTest: Noun Testing - noun reproduction test
	NModTrain: Noun Modifier Training - participants are trained on the complete noun phrases. 
	NModMatch: Noun Modifier Matching - noun phrase comprehension test
	NModTest: Noun Modifier Testing - noun phrase reproduction test
	interactD: Interaction, Director - interactive phrase, director’s output
	InteractM: Interaction, Matcher - interactive phase, matcher’s output
	NModTest2: Noun Modifier Test 2 - second recall test for noun phrases

Noun and Mod refer to the noun and modifier presented in the respective experimental phrase.

Label: the descriptions presented to the participants.

TypedLabel: the descriptions produced by the participants.

CorrectMatch: the correct item in the match array that the participants are presented with.

SelectedMatch: the item selected by the participant.

Score gives 1 for a correct answer and 0 for an incorrect match.

NounFinalOrder gives 1 in case the order presented or produced (depending on the stage of the experiment) was one where the Noun appeared last, so 1 stands for Num-Noun and Adj-Noun orders and 0 stands for Noun-Num and Noun-Adj orders.

Trial type is N for Numeral trials and A for adjective trials.





